In this study, we discuss the convergence and divergence of generalized integrals is obtained.
when the power of the numerator denominator is positive integer and has the same parity, but not enough attention has been paid to its general power, and the convergence and divergence of this kind of integral are mostly ignored or some restrictions are given without being discussed.
In this paper, we firstly give the convergence results of the generalized integral 0 sin d 
III Calculation formula of two kinds of generalized integral
In the following, we will give a lemma and two propositions to derive the calculation formulas of two kinds of generalized integrals related to Thus, it is not difficult to get it from lemma 2
Notice that cos sin 22 
However, the power formula of trigonometric function sorted out in the previous paper finds the corresponding k A , k B , by comparing the two analysis results. After changing the element, it should meet the one-to-one correspondence, then there must be that b , k both are odd or even numbers, so it can be written uniformly as Proof.
From proposition 1, 
The summation of the first two terms must be convergent which can be known from before. x Ix x + =  for , a R b N ++  , then calculates the first kind of integral whose denominator power is integer and the second kind of integral whose denominator power is non integer in turn, and then uses the limit and groups it, so that the first kind of integral is actually the limit of the second kind of integral, and unifies the two, and finally gets it Unified calculation formula that, for [References]
